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ALTAR FOR JAYNE MANSFIELD BY MARC LESCHELIER
AT VILLA NOAILLES

Until March 15, 2020

The installation by Marc Leschelier entitled Altar for Jayne Mansfield is a post-mortem house for the American actress which represent some aspects of her aesthetic universe in
an architectural language. The cement block building is not assembled with mortar but with chains that attach the blocks together. The altar, closed by 4 glitter curtains, is
occupied in its centre by a brick cascade over which flows a golden matter - which is nothing but glitter mortar - held in place by a chain necklace. Together, these elements
constitute a constructed allegory of Jayne Mansfield's personality and the star's aesthetic incorporation into the architectural material.
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MORE ABOUT ART MARC LESCHELIER VILLA NOAILLES

BOUNTIFUL BANGERS #64
Carolien Niebling won the Grand Prix at the Villa Noailles Design Parade with The Future Sausage project featured on the DAMN°64 cover.
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ABOUT DAM °

DAMN° is an independent publication with open-minded views on the interchangeable
worlds of design, architecture and art. In making meaningful connections rather than
dictating tastes, its approach to storytelling brings editorial content beyond hype or
conventional academic debate. Unafraid to link the personal and the political, the economic
and the emotional, the stylistic and the social, DAMN° is ultimately about discoveries that
aim to provoke a reaction…whether it be a thought or a smile.
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